End The Suffering From An Eating
Disorder
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[Malibu, CA] - Sunset Malibu, an elite treatment center on the California coast, has
long been a transformational force in the field of rehabilitation and recovery. Now,
Sunset is announcing its redoubled efforts in helping clients regain their dignity on
the road to wellness.

An eating disorder is a psychologically crippling disease. By the same token, eating
disorder treatment must promote psychological renewal. The most effective eating
disorder treatment centers are invariably those which help clients learn to feel good
about themselves again. In the end, there's no other way to ensure the long-term
success
of
the
healing
process.
Those considerations, in turn, comprise the core of Sunset Malibu's treatment
philosophy.
With its world-class caregivers and elegant accommodations, Sunset Malibu is an
unparalleled recovery destination. The center has always catered to upscale clients
from every corner of the globe. Now Sunset is renewing its commitment to its core
values, with the goal of delivering life-changing care to individuals who seek it. At
Sunset
Malibu,
the
client
always
comes
first.
"An eating disorder strips its victims of their self-esteem, and their sense of selfcontrol," said Sunset Malibu's Program Director. "It's our role as a eating disorder

treatment center to help them recover what's been lost, with everything from
professional depression treatment to intensive life-skills training. We believe that our
long record of success testifies to the soundness of our strategies."
Sunset's competitors, on the other hand, would be hard-pressed to speak so highly
of
their
own
treatment
programs.
It's easy for a eating disorder treatment center to say it cares about the
psychological well-being of its clients. It's harder for that clinic to actually translate
its words into action. The unfortunate truth is that many of the most heavilyadvertised eating disorder treatment centers in California offer inferior emotional
therapy to their clients. More often than not, these institutions fail to promote
meaningful
and
lasting
recovery.
Sunset's Clinical Team, for their part, argues that those shortcomings are
inexcusable.
"The stakes in the fight against addiction are enormous," Sunset Malibu' Clinical
Director said. "Our clients trust us to save their lives, and we're deeply committed to
meeting our obligations. A treatment center that can't or won't live up to its
responsibilities
doesn't
deserve
to
be
in
business."
It's no secret that eating disorders ruin the lives of its victims. What might not be so
obvious is that successful eating disorder treatment can make all the difference in
the world. Sunset Malibu has a long history of helping its clients heal from the insideout. As those clients have learned firsthand, no project could ever be more
worthwhile
than
that
one.
Sunset Malibu is a luxury treatment center for eating disorders located in Malibu,
California. For further details about Sunset's treatment strategies, accommodations,
or other general facts regarding eating disorder treatment, please call 1-800-3329202 or visit our Web site at http://www.drugrehabsunsetmalibu.com/.
This press release may be used freely, provided that the resource box is included
and the links are active. A courtesy copy of the issue or a link to any online posting
would be greatly appreciated.
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